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Representations of the ^-deformed algebras Uv(eo3,]) and f,(boj,s)

Representations of the algebra //9(so2,i) ere studied. This algebra is a q-d<;foniiation of the
uuiversal envelopiug algebra f/(soj,i) t>f the Lie algebra of the group SOa('i, 1) and differs
from the quantum algebra (/,(8Ui,i). Cla&sificatioiui of irreducible representations and of
iiifinitesiinally irreducible representations of {/9(so2,i), with simple and discrete spectrum
of one of generators are derived. The set of inflnitesimally unitary representations of
(/c(soj j) does not coincide with that for the algebra (7,(sui,i). The sets of irreducible
representations and of infinitesimally unitary irreducible representations of the algebra
U4(no3yi) are tfivcn. We also consider representations of f/4(so,,,i) which are of class 1 with
respect to the subalgebra f,(so n).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum groups and algebras have appeared in the quantum method of inverse scat-
tering problem. They turn out to be of great importance for applications in quantum field
theory, in statistical physics, and in mathematical physics. In order to apply quantum
groups and algebras in different branches of tiifui<*tit>i! nini niatfiiiriati<a! physics one has
to develop the theory of representations of these groups and algebras.

The quantum orthogonal groups, the quantum Lorcntz group and their quantum
algebras are of special interest for physics1 ~л. M.Jimbo5 and V.DrinMd" defined q-
deformatioiis (quantum algebras) U4(g) for «II simple complex Lie algebras g by means
of Cartan subalgrbras .uid root. subspares. fteshefikhin, Takhtadfhyan and Fadd«sv7 de-
fined quantum algebras V4(g) in terms of the universal /{-matrix. However, noi,>? of these
approaches gives a satisfactory presentation of \\w quantum algebra f/,(so(n. C)) from
point of view of some problems of quantum physics and representation theory. In fact.
some important problems of theoretical physics demand to driinc an action of the quantum
Lorente group SOq(n,l) and of the correspondi'ig quantum algebra (the real forms of the
quantum group SOq{n + 1, C) and of the quantum algebra f/4(so(n + 1, C)) respectively)
upon the quantum (n + l)-dimensional lineal sj>ace. The mentioned above approaches
are not satisfactory for such definition. Besides, when considering representations of the
quantum groups SO4(n, 1), we are interested in reducing them onto the quantum subgroup
SOq{n). This reduction would give the analog of the Gel'fand-Tsetlin basis for these rep-
resentations. However, definitions of quantum algebras mentioned above do not allow the
inclusions SOq(n + 1) D 5O,(n) and Uq{so(n, I)) D Uq(so(n)). To be able to exploit such
reductions we have to consider ^-deformations of the Lie algebra so(n + 1, C) defined in
terms of the generators /*>- l = £*,k-i ~ £fc-i,fc (where Е„ is the matrix with element
(Ei,)ri = SiT6,t) rather than by means of Cartan and root elements. To construct such
deformations we have to deform trilinear relation» for elements Ik,k-\ instead of Serre's re-
lations (as in the case of Jimbo's quantum algebras). These ̂ -deformations are considered
in R«f. 8. They permit one to construct the reductions of Uq(so(n, 1)) and l/,(so(n+ 1))
onto l/,(so(n)).In this paper we show that the (j-deformed algebra U4(so{n, C)) coiistructtHl
in Ref. 8 leads for n — 3 to the quantum algebra lr,,(so(3)) defined by D.fairlie*. The
cyclically symmetric algebra, similar to Fairlie's one, was also considered somewhat earlier
by Odesskii10. Fairlie's algebra Uq(ao(3)) allows us to construct the noncompact quantum
algebra l/4(so(2,1)). Then we use the algebra Uq(so(i, C)) defined in Ref. 8 to present a
<j-deformatiou of the Lie algebra so(4, C) given by the usual bilinear commutation relation:!
between the elements Iji, 1 < t < j < 4. In the сане of the classical Lie algebra so(4, C/
one has eo(4, C) = so(3, C) + so(3. C), i.e.

[/0,/j,j = /0/;.-/;./., = o,
while in the case of our <y-deformfttion f/,(so(4, C)) elements from two copies of the sub&l-
gcbra f/,(so(3,C)) rmly

We construct irreducible representations of the algebras 1/,(яо(2.1)) and Г'9(мо(3.1))
mid extract inHniteiiiiiially unitary representations ("-reprj-Kentnturas) from the w:t of ir-
reducible representations. They exhaust all iiifinitesimutly uriitary reprcNt'nwtions of th»;
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algebra Ug(eo(2,1)) with simple end discrete spectrum of the operator /21 and all in-
fimtesimally unitary representations of t/g(so(3,1)) for which the reduction onto Uq(so(3))
decomposes into irreducible finite dimensional representations of this subalgebra with mul-
tiplicities 1 or 0,

Let us note that the classical Lie algebras su(l, 1) and so(2,1) are ieomorphic. The
associative algebras f/,(su(l,l)) and l/,(so(2,1)) are not ieomorphic. Moreover, these
associative algebras have infinitesimal!)' unitary representations parametrized by different
sets of parameter values. We remark that all infmitetdmally unitary representations of the
quantum algebra t/,(mi(l, 1)) are given in Ref. 11.

In this paper we also give irreducible and infiaiteaimally unitary representations of
the algebra t/,(so(n, 1)) which are of class 1 with respect to the subalgebra l/,(so(n)). Let
us note that inftnitesitnaUy unitary representations of U4(so(n, 1)} are sketched in Ref. 8.

We do not concern here the problem of a structure of a Hopf algebra in fq(so(n, C)).
For n = 3 this structure is described by Fairlie9. For n > 3 there are difficulties with it.
Construction of representations 01Uq(so(n, 1)) does not demand a Hopf structure. Л Hopf
structure is necessary for tensor products of representations which are not considered in
this paper.

II. THE QUANTUM ALGEBRAS СГ,(во(г», С)) AND THEIR REAL FORMS

As it is known, hi the universal enveloping algebra l/(so(n, C)) of the classical complex
Lie algebra so(n, C) the following trilinear relations are valid (i = 2,3,..., n):

_8 = — /i,t-i, (1)

= — /j_l,i_2, (2)

[Ju.i,/j,j-i]-O, | i - j | > l (3)

(they follow from the well-known commutation relations'2 for the generators Uj of the Lie
algebra so(n, C). In our approach8 to the (/-deformation of orthogonal algebras we define
q-deiormed associative algebras С!

я(ы>(п,С)) by deforming relations (l)-(3) for generators
/i>_i, i = 2,3, ...,n. The «/-deformed relations are of the form

-l^-U-t - (qUi + <Г1/2)/<-1..-2Л.<-1/«-1,<-2 + If-Li.2li.i-J - -/y-l, (4)

where [.,.] denotes usual commutator. Obviously, in the limit q —* I formulas (4)-(6) give
the гоЫ>..пи (l)-(3). Note aleo that relations (4) and (5) differ completely from eke q-

I'm; relntionH in the approach of Jimbo* and Drinfeld* to quantum orthogonal
i by presence of nonzero right hand aide and by possibility of the reduction

//,(во(п,С}) Э t/,(so(n - 1,C)} 3 •• О f/,(so(3,C)).
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Recall that in the standard Jimbo-Drinfeld approach the quantum algebras U4(so(2m, C))
and the quantum algebrab i:

<t(ao(2m + 1, C)) are separate series of quantum algebras of
the type Dm and Bm respectively which are constructed independently from eash other8'6.
Throughout the paper by the algebra £г,(во(п, С)) we mean the g-deformed algebra defined
according to formulas (4)-(6).

Various real forme of our algebras 6r,(so(n, C)) are obtained by introducing corre-
sponding '-structures (antilinear antiautomorphisms). The compact real form Ug(eo(n))
is defined by the '-structure

T.i-1 = -*i.i~i, « = 2,3,..., n. (7)

The noncompact quantum algebras U9(sop,T) where г =а п —p are distinguished respectively
by means of the '-structures (i < n)

/ i , i . i « - i , ( - i , > / P + l . i;+i,r = Vn,P. (8)

From among the noncompact real ^-algebras we treat in the present paper the algebras
<7g(so(n — 1,1)) (^-analog ol the Lorentz algebras). We will consider in detail representa-
tions of the algebras f/,(eo(2,1)) and t/,(so(3,1)).

Like in the classical case, the ^-algebras U4(so{3, C)) and f/,(eo(4, C)) can also be
described iu terms of bilinear relations (^-commutators). In fact, denning Uq(ao{3, C)) by
the relations (4)-(6) we have only two generators 1ц and In. However, we can define the
third element /« according to the formula

Then we mean the algebra {/,{so(3, С)) ее the associative algebra generated by the elements
hi> hi and hi which satisfy the relations

T3i, (9)

- q~mhihx - /32, (10)

The algebra l/4(so(3, C)) can be also defined by the relations

Ii9, (9a)

/Э2, (10a)

Ai. (»«)

In this last definition the third generator is taken in another (dual) form.
It is clear that if the generators /», ht and hi satisfy the relations (9)-(ll), then

the pair /ji and /ss satisfies the trilinear Mlations (4) and (5). The same is true for the
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gener&torc /21, /«2 and /13 from (9a)-(1 la). Remark that the algebra given by the relations
(9)-(ll) coincides with thft cyclically symmetric Fairlie's algebra9.

Similarly, the «/-deformed algebra Uq{so(4,C)) is generated by the generators /31,
/32 and /43, moreover, for the first two generators everything t>aid above concerning
fX,(so(3. C)) is true. Thus, the inclusion

t/,M3,C))Clr

9(8o(4,Cj)

takes place. The generators /21 and /43 mutually commute {see relation (6)) and the pair
/32,/43 in turn must satisfy relations (4) and (5). Again, Uq(ao(4, С)) can be also given in
terms of bilinear ^-commutators. Namely, we add to the triple of generators /31, /32 and
/43 the element /31 from (9) and the elements /42, /41 defined as

(12)

Ui « ql/t/31ЛЭ - g- 1 / 4/ 4 3/ 3 J = ?1 / 4/»/42 - < r 1 / 4 W 3 i , (13)

(or, dually, the element J13 from (9a) and the elements /24, Л4 obtained from the expres-
sions in (12) and (13) by multiplying them with (-1) and replacing q by q~l).

Casimir element for the algebra V4(ao(3, C)) is of the form

С = iq3'4 +2q-1'4)(Iill3ih2

By a representation 2'of C4(so(n, 1)), n > 2, we mean a homomorphism of this algebra
into an algebra of operators on a Hilbert space V, defined on everywhere dense eubspace
D, such that

(a) the operators Т(а), а e Ug(so(n, 1)), transform D into D,

(b) reduction of T onto the subaigebra t/,(so(n)) decomposes into a direct sum of
finite dimensional irreducible representations of this oubaigebra and multiplicities in the
decomposition are finite,

(c) the subspace D contains carrier spaces of irreducible representation of C/,(so(n)).

For the case of representations of the algebra U4(ao{2,1)) the conditions (b) and (c)
are replaced by the following ones:

(b') the operator Т(1-ц) bee a discrete spectrum and multiplicities of eigenvalues are
finite,

(</) eigenvectors of the operators T(I-n) belong to D.

A representation T of f/,(so(n, 1)) in a Hilbert space V ib called irreducible if V has
no invariant everywhere dense linear eubspace.

It this paper we consider only those representations of Ut{eo(n, 1)), n > 2, which
contain irreducible representations of the eubalgebre f/4(so(n)) with multiplicities 1 or
0 and those representations of Ut{so(2,1)) for which spectrum of the operator !T(/JI) is
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eimple. For the case of the Lie algebras so(n, 1), n > 1 (that is, when q = 1) this condition
is fulfilled for all irreducible representations.

Conjtctun. If q is not a root of unity, then reduction of any irreducible representation
of t/,(so(n, 1)), n > 2, onto (/,(so(n)) decomposes into irreducible representations of this
"•ibalgcbra with unit multiplicities and sportnim of the operator T{Ji\) in any irreducible
representation of С/,(во(2,1)) is simple.

Possibly, this conjecture can be proved in the same way as in the case of irreducible
representations of classical Lie algebras so(n, 1), with the help of tensor operators.

A representations T of the algebra Uq(bo[n, 1)) is called infmitesimally unitary if the
operators X(/,.i_i) satisfy on the domain D the conditions

Г(/м-1)* = -Г(/,,,_,), i s 2 , 3 , - , ( i , (14)

T(In+l,ny=7{ln+i,n) (15)

which are a consequence of relations (8) for U4{ao{n, 1)). Relations (14) mean infinitesimal
unitarity of reduction of a representation T onto the subalgebra Uq(so(n)). The relation
(15) means that the operator Т{1я+\,„) is symmetric on D.

Speaking below about infi&itesimally unitary representations WP shall omit the word
"infinitesimal!/1. The algebras C/,(so(n, 1)) and U,{eo{n)) will be denoted by f/,(eon,i)
and Uq(aon) respectively.

III. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF

Let us fix a nonzero complex number q which is not a root of unity. Representations of
the algebra f,(so2,i) will be defined with the help of g-numbers. If b is a complex number,
then the g-number (6) is defined by the formula

where q = exph. If q = ехрЛ, h 6 R, where R is the set of real numbers, theii the ftinction

is periodic with the imaginary period 4iri//i, that is

w(z + 4rik/h) = | ф ) , Jt e Z. (17)

where Z ifl the set of all integers. We also have

-w(t), (18)
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where к is аи odd integer. If q — expiA, Л € R, then the function w(x) hue the real period
4тг/Л:

w(z + 4/fcjr/A) = w(z), к € Z. (19)

We also have
w{z + 2**/Л) ~ -ш(г), (20)

where к is an odd integer. Let e be a fixed complex number and let V, be the complex
Hilbert space with the orthonormal basis

{|m), m-£ + n, n = 0,±l,±2, . . .} . (21)

With every complex number a we associate the representation Tat of the algebra Cr,(so2.i)
on the Hilbert space V. acting by the formulas

Ta.(hi)H = Ы\™>, (22)

Го«(/Э2)|т) = d(m){o - m]\m + 1) + rf(m - l)[-a - m]|m - 1), (23)

where [b] is a q-number and

d(m)=LMh+Ч
J2m][2m-

For the operator Tat(hi) we have

Tae(Iai)\m) = iql/*{qm/2d(m)[a — m]\m + 1)

~q-mltd{m - l)[-o - m\\m - 1)}. (24)

Operators (22)-(24) are defined on everywhere dense subspace DE of the Hitbert space V,,
consisting of finite linear combinations of the basis elements (21), and traneform D, into

Direct substitution of operators (22) and (23) into relations (4)-(6) shows that these
formulas for the operators Tat(hi) and Т„(1зг) really give a representation of f/?(so2,ij.

ID th» set of representations Г., there exist equivalence relations. First of all, one sees
from formulas (22) and (23) that the matrices of representations Tac and Т„г,+*, к е Z,
coincide. For this reason we assume below that

0 < R e s < 1.

A next class of equivalence relations appears because of formulas (17)-(20). Taking
into account relul.lone (17) and (19) we find from formulae (22) and (23) that for q — exph,
h € R. the «quality

T9t**Ta+4MnfhA, A6Z, (25)
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18 valid. For q *= expi/i, Л € R, we obtain

Tat — Ta+4kw/h,m, t g Z .

It follows from relation (18) that if q = exph, Л € R. then replacing in formulas (22)
and (23) a by a + 2ir/h we have

h,,(bi)\"*} = ' M M .

M = -rf(m)[a - mj|m + 1)

+d(m - l)(a + m]\m - \). (27)

These formulas give a representation equivalent to 7 ^ . In real, replacement of basis ele
meets \m) by ( - l ) m |m) transforms formulas (26) and (27) into formulas (22) and (23).
This means that

Зое ~ 2'o+Z*iirM,^ k £ Z. (28)

and the equivalence operator is diagonal in the basis {|m)J with the numbers (—1)™ on
the main diagonal.

if q = exp i/i, h 6 R, then in an analogous manner we obtain

Т„ ~ Гв + 2*,/А л., к e Z. (29)

If q = exp(ift,i + Иг), where h\ and Лг are nonzero real numbers, then the function
w(z) xi [z] has no periodicity and in this case the analogous equivalence relations are
absent.

Irreducibiltty of the representations Tae is studied in the same way as m the case of
the Lie group S0o(2,1) ~ SU(1,1). For this reason we shnll omit details below. Invariant
aubspaccs appear in the carrier spaces Vt of the representations To, because of vaniehing
of some of the coefficients

[o — m] = [a — e — n], [a + rn) & [a + e + n), n 6 Z,

in formula (23). This leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The representation Tar is irreducible if and only if а ф е (mod Z)
and а ф —e (mod Z). If e — 0 or f = j , then these two conditions are replaced by
ачке (mod Z).

In the set of irreducible representations JTU, there exists the equivalence relation Tats ~
T-a-i,f The equivalence operator is evaluated in the вате way as in the classical case (see,
for example, Sec. 6.4.4 in Ref. 13). The equivalence operator А„ for Tae and 2'_a_i,,,

(«) = Г_Я_1И(«)Л,„ и € t

is diagonal in the bnaie | |m)} and its diagonal elements an-

b -
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if n» = e -f n, n > У, and of tlie form

- - ( a + e) K '

if то = e — n, n > 0. ltib possible to prove that we have described all equivalence relations
in (be set of irreducible representations Tat.

We now consider reducible representations Tae. Let e = 0 or e — 1/2. In this case
reducible representations Tat are studied in the same way as in the case of the quantum
algebra {/„(sui,]) (see Ref. 14). If a = г (mod Z) then we denote the number a by I. If
I > 0 then tlu1 invariant eubepace

Vj = span {|»i), -1 < m < /}

exists in Ve, wliore the finite dimensional irreducible representation of Cr

v(so2,i) is realized.
We denote it by 1\. The quotient space Vt/\'J decomposes into the <Urect sum of two
iiivariarif subbp&<:es

V;4' =s?>au [\m). l<m).

l,"'~ l = span {\m), m < -I],

in which iiTeducilile reprebentationu of (74(so2,i) are realized. We denote these irreducible
representations by T* and l'~t resjiectively. If / = - r , tlien the subspace W' is absent
and V'i/2 decomposes into the orthogonal sum of two invariant subspaces

Vffi - span i\m), m > 1/2}, V~\'2 = span (|m), m < -1/2}.

The irreducible representations of £/q{;.O2,i) act in these subspaces which are denoted by
T-i/2 and Tw2 respectively.

If / < -1 /2 and s = 0 or e = 1/2, then the invariant subspate exists in Ve which
decomposes into the orthogonal sum of two invariant irreducible subspaces

V~' = span {\m), m > -1],

V"J = span {\m), m < I}.

The corresponding irreducible representations of Uq(eo2,i) are denoted by f^l_l and Tj^_t

respectively. The finite dimensional irredncibie Tepresentatii>n T_/_i defined above acts in
the quotient space Vt/(V~' ф V*).

Let now e ф 0 and e ф | . If a s s (mod Z), i.e. a = e 4- rt, n 6 Z, then it follows
formula (23> that in thie case the invariant Bubepaco Vf with higheRt weight a:

Vе = span {\m), m = a-k, fc = 0, 1. 2, • • •}
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exists in \'c. The irreducible representation of {/,(402.1) is rmlizwi in this subhpace whirl)
is denoted by T~+l. The representation in the quotient space У€/У£ is denoted by JT0

+. It
is irreducible. If a = — e (mod Z), then the invariant si'bspace V" with lowest weight —n:

V/ =span \\*n), m = - a + fc, к = 0.1,2,...}

exists in K,. The irreducible representation of t',(so2,)) b,ts in V°. We denote it by T*a_x.

The representation in the quotient spare Ve/V" is irreducible and is denoted by Tj".
In the set of irreducible representations of U4(scvti), which are irreducible components

of reducible representations Г„е. equivalence relations exist too. Namely, if e = 0 or
£ = 1/2, then

In other words, in ;his case we obtain pairwiae nonequivalent irrerfwiblo reprrsentntinns
Tj*", 1= -1/2,0,1/2. I , - - and Tt~, ! .- 1/2,0,-1/2. - 1 . - - •. 'i'lie sjxrtrum of the operator
—iTfdsi) coinsides with the snt of points [/ + 1]. [•' + !?|. [/ ^ ;ij, • • (where [h] meaus a q-
number) and that for the operator — iTfd-ti.) coindiJt.'s .\М\ [I - I], [I - 2], [I - 3], • • -.

If ff ф 0 and e ф 1/2, then the representation Т~^х is equivalent to the representation
TZa and the representation T*_x is equivalent to Tta. Thus, in this case we obtain the
irreducible representations T~ and 2'J1" where а ф 0 (mod Z) and n ф 1/2 (mod Z).
The spectrum of the operator — iT~'(l2i) coincides with the set of points [a — I - k],
к = 0,1,2, •••, and that of the operator -i7'+(/2i) coinrides with [a + l +k]. к = 0,1,2, •••.

Thus, we have, constructed several classes of irreducible representations of the algebra
t^a(so2,i). In order to describe irreducible representations as a rlass/fication of pairwise
nonequivalent ones, we have to distinguish two cases depending on whether q is real or
not.

Case I: q = ехрЛ, h € R.

If г = 0 or e = 1/2, then we have the following classes of pairwise noneqiiivaknt
irreducible representations of £/,(ьо2,>):

(a) the representations Tae, where Re a > -S/2, о ф e (mod Z) and, besides, 0 <
bna < 2я-/|Л|;

(b) the representations T* and 2'J,, I = -1/2.0.1/2.1, • • •:

(c) finite dimensional irreducible representations.

If e ф 0 (mod Z) and e ф 1/2 (mod Z) (recn'l that 0 < Re e < 1), then we have the
following classes of pairwise noneqiiivalent irreducible representations of U4{m2,\)'

(a) the representations Tae, Re о > —1/2, ±я ф e (mod Z) nnd. besides. 0 < Im a <
fcr/|A|:

(b) the representatioim T+ and T~.

Саше 2: q = expi/i, Л 6 П.

In this скяе. one has no restrictioiiH for Im u, but tii«rr are two conditioTis (of dilTiu-ciit
origin) which Re a Tims' satisfy simultaneously. The. first condition, n < Re a < n + ?.ir/\h\
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where u is an arbitrary real number, is a consequence of the equivalence relation (29). The
second one, Re о > — 1 /2, is caused by the equivalence of representations of t/,(so;j.i) under
substitution a —• — a — 1 (that is, by the mirror symmetry with respect to the straight line
Re а я —1/2). As a consequence of periodicity (29), we get an infinite sequence of mirror
symmetry axes: lie a = -1/2 + 2kx/h, к = 0, ±1, ±2, - - •. Taking this into accout and
choosing the number и in the relation « < Re a < u + 2тг/|А| to be и = —1/2 — »/|Л| one
obtains complete picture of equivalences of representations in the complex a-plane. As я
result, we conclude that the set of pairwise nonequivalent irreducible representations T o,
of f,(soj,i) is depicted by the strip -1/2 < Re a < -1/2 + эг/[А| (of course, modulo the
restriction ±a ф e (mod Z)). Thus, if e = 0 or e = 1/2, then the algebra Uq{eo2,i) has the
following classes of pairwise nonequivalent irreducible representations:

(a) the representations Tat, where -J/2 < Re a < - 1 / 2 + ;г/|Л| and о ф е (mod Z);

(b) the repreeentfttione J,+ and TZ,, I - -1/2,0,1/2,1, • • •;

(c) finite dimensional representations.

If 2e ф 0 (mod Z) (recall that 0 < Re e < 1), then the algebra l^soj. i) bee the
following classes of prirwise nonequivalent irreducible representations:

(a) the representations TM, -1/2 < Re a < -1/2 + tr/\h\, ±a£e (mod Z);

(b) the representations T* and T~.

As in the classical case, it is possible to show that the algebra {/,(902,1) has no other
irreducible representations with discrete and simple spectrum of the operator T ( / J I ) .

IV UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS OP /7,(802,,)

Let D€ be the linear subspace of the Hilbcrt space V, consisting of finite linear com-
binations of basis elements \m), m = e + n, n € Z. We consider the case q = exp h, h 6 R.
Let us find for which representations Tat the relations

Т(1пУ - -T(Itl) and T(I3i)' = T(h2) (32)

are satisfied. It is deal that the first relation means that the spectrum of the operator
—iT(Ii\) is real, that is,

0 < R e c < l and I m e = 2kw/h, к € Z (33)

The second relation in (32) means that for all m, m = s + n, n € Z, we have

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. Therefore,
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We obtain from here that

that is
Be a — ilm s = 2ikic/h - 1/2, * 6 Z.

Thus, the representation Ta. is unitary if e satisfies conditions (33) and a = ip — 1/2,
^ € R. Since Ta. ~ Г-o-iд, then we can restrict ourselves by a = ip — 1/2, p > 0.

The representations Т„„ a »«i/j — 1/2, with

constitute the principal unitary series of irreducible representations of the algebra £/4(so2,i).
To find other unitary irreducible representations o/ this algebra, as in the classical

case (see, for example, Sec. 6.4.6 in Jlef. 13), we define a new scalar product in the carrier
spaces of representations. Namely, from the basis {\m}} we go over to the basis {|m)'},
where

imj-ejplm)'
and om is given by formulae (30) and (31), and consider that this new basis is orthonorm&l
with respect to a new scalar product.

The operators of the representation Tat act upon the new basis elements by the for-
mulas

Г„(/„)|т>' = i[m]|m)', (34)

Ta.(h2)\m)' = ~d(m)([m - a][a +m + l])ifi\m + 1)'

-d(m - l)([a + m\[-a + m- l])1 / 3 |m - 1)'. (36)

The operators of the representations T~ and T* act upon this basis by the same formulas,
in the last case values of parameter m are bounded from below or from above.

As in the classical case, we now check for which values of a and e relations (32)
are satisfied. This examination leads to the following series of unitary representations of
(/,(eo2,i) for 9 = ехрЛ, Л € R:

(a) the representations Ta., 0 < H e f < l , I m c « 2kx/h, к 6 Z, if Be (e - 1) >
a > -Re e for Re e > 1/2 and -Re e > a > Re s - 1 for Re <r < 1/2 (the supplementary
series);

(b) the representations Tat, 0 < Re £ < 1, I m e x 2kir/h, к € Z, Im a =* ж/h, Re
a > —1/2 (the strange series);

(c) bll representations T+, a > -1/2, and T~, a < 1/2 (the discrete series);

(d) the trivial representation (which associates the zero operator with every element
/ ( i ) different from scalar one).

it is possible to show that the algebra f,(so»,i baa no other irreducible unitary rep-
resentations.
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Let us note '.hat in the case of the principal unitary series representations, a transition

from the basis {|m)} to the basis {jm)'} is given by a diagonal unitary matrix, that is
\am\ = 1. Therefore, matrices of operators of those representations in the basis \m)' satisfy
relations (32). These matrices arc given by the formulas (34) and (35).

Let now q = exp ih, h E R, We suppose that q is not a root of unity. The condition
T(hi)* — —T{hi) means that the spectrum of the operator ijT(7ji) is real, that is, 0 <
e < I. Reasonings similar to the above ones show that in this case we have the following
series of irreducible unitary representations of <7,(so2,i):

(a) the representations XOI, 0 < e < 1, a = ip - 1/2, p € R (the principal unitary
series);

(b) the representations Tae, 0 < £ < l , R e a = n/h (the strange series);

(c) the trivial representation.

There are no irreducible unitary representations (except for the trivial representation)
if q = exp(/ij + ihi), where h\ and /ij are nonzero real numbers.

V. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF T H E ALGEBRA Uq(so3)

As it was shown above, our algebra ид(аоз) coincides with Fairlie's algebra9. Thus,
the sets of irreducible finite dimensional representations of these algebras are the same*.
These representations are given by integral or half-integral non-negative number I. We
denote these representations by Xi. The carrier space of the representation Tj has the
orthonormal basis

i\m), п > в | , | - 1 - |J (36)

and thv operators Ti(Iti), Т|(/зг) act upon this basis as

r,(/ a ,)H=i[m]|m), (37)

T,(I3i)\m) = d(m)([l- m][l + m+ \])У2\т + 1)

-d(m - ])([/ - m + 1][J + miy'^m - 1), (38)

where d(m) is the same as in formula (23). For the operator Tj(lai) we have

- 1)}. (39)

L«:t IIR note that the operators Х;(/л) and ХД/зг) satisfy the unitaritj conditions (7). The
operator 2)ihi) (sec formula (1))) is not anti-Uermitian since in the algebra С„(воз) we
have Цх ф —/ai. The same is true for the operator Xi(Ji3) defined according to formula
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VI. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF T H E q-DBFORMED
LORENTZ ALGEBRA (/„(so3,i)

Bases in carrier Hilbert spaces V for representations of {/,(803,1) corresponding to the
embedding

( С t/,(eo,.i)

art constructed by means of union of the bases

{\t,m), -l<rn<l}

of irreducible representations 7) of the algebra (/4(воз). Similar to die case of classical
Lorentz algebra14, representations of £-'„(303,1) are characterized by two numbers s and
a, where s is an integer or half-integer and a 6 С We shall denote them by Г,о. The
restriction of the representation Tea onto the subalgebra {/,(803) decomposes into the direct
sum of those irreducible represent»lions Ti for which .' is infcpgral »« half-integral number
simultaneously with a and, moreover, / > |e|. Thus, we have the orthonormal basis

{\l,m), I > |*|, -I < m < I, I s s (mod Z)}.

The operators T.a(/i,i-i), * = 2,3, act in the same manner as Tj(/i,i_i) do (that is,
according to formuias (37) and (38)) and the action of Т.а(1*з) is given by the formula

where

Ci МММ

As it is seen from action formulas (37), (38) and (40), the operators TM(/j,i_i), i = 2,3,4,
transfer the linear space D, formed by finite linear combinations of vectors |/, m), into D.
It is examined by direct substitution that trilineur relations (4)-(6) are satisfied for every
pair of the operators T,a(h\), 2^(/32) and Tea{I^)- Kence, T,a is in fact a representation
of the algebra (/в(зо8д). For the operators Т,а(1ц), i — 1,2, their action is found from
the 9-oorainutation relations analogous to relations (12) and (13) (according to the remark
which follows formulas (12) and (13), the operators Т,а(1ц), t = 1,2, are also determined).

Let u& describe equivalence relations among the representations T,a. Taking into
account formulae (17) and (19) we obtain from the action (40) that at q - expA. Л 6 R,
the equality
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ie valid and at q = expi/i, Л £ R, the equality

T.a = T,,a+ikw/h, feeZ, (42)

t-\kes place. Moreover, like in the case of U4(BO2,I), one shows that for q = expft, h € R,
the equivalence relation (fe is an odd integer)

Г о л ~ T0tO+T,ikw/h (43)

occurs, and for q = expift, /16R, the relation

Го,о ~ Го,о+2*»/л (44)

is valid. In both last cases the equivalence operator is diagonal in the basis {)/, m)} with
the numbers (—1)' on the main diagonal.

In the analysis of irreducibility of the representations Tea, the crucial point is if (and
when) the coefficients [a + / +1] and [a — /] in formula (40) vanish. The following statement
is valid.

Theorem 21.. The representation T,a of the algebra {/,(803,1) is irreducible if and only
if la is not an integer of the same evenness as 2» is, or if \a\ < \s\.

Irreducible representations T,a and Г_,,_, of the algebra t/g(so3ri) are equivalent.
The equivalence operator for these representations is diagonal in the basis {|/, m)} with
the elements

. _ [-a + H + 1Ц-О + H -r 2) • • • [-a + l}[-a +1 + 1}

on the main diagonal. In view of equivalences exposed above we restrict ourselves by
considering representations T,a with e > 0 and such that 0 < Im a < 4тг|Л| for e > 0
(0 < fan в < 2зг/Л| for s = 0) if q - ехрЛ, h e R, and 0 < Re a < 4т/|Л| for e > 0
(0 < Re a < 2ir/\h\ for а = 0) q = expifc, h € R.

We consider now reducible representations T,a. Let a — в (mod Z) and, moreover,
a > t (we put a s r in this case). Then there exists the invariant subepacc

V1 = span {\l,m), -I < m < I, I > r]

in the carrier space of the representation TM, whereas the quotient space V* = V/Vl is
finite dimensional:

\rt = span {|f,m), -/ S *n < I, r > I > «}

In the Bubepnees V1 and V* irreducible repreeentations of the algebra </,(so3,i) ore re-
alized. They will be denoted by T}r and T/r recpectively. As in the classical case10, the
representation T]r la equivalent to the irreducible representation 2VO' from Theorem 2 for
which M' »= r and a' = «.

Thus, we have constructed the following classes of irreducible pairwise nonequivalcnt
repreeentiitioriB of the algebra (/«(sos.i) (я is a nounegative integer or half-integer and q it
not a root of 1):
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(a) for q = ехрЛ, ft € R, the representations T,a such that either a e * (mod Z) and
|o| < a or a ф » (mod Z), moreover, 0 < Im a < 4»r/|ft| if в ф 0, 0 < liri а < 2rr/Jh| if
я ш 0; for q = expih, h € R, the representations 7'ja such that either as. в (mod Z) atid
jo| < » or a fk в (mod Z), moreover. 0 < Re a < 4тг/|Л| i f s ^ O , 0 < R e a < 2ir/|A| if
« = 0;

(b) finite dimensional irreducible repreesentations 71/,., where г s * (mod Z) and
r. > я > 0. Under restriction onto the subalgebra С,(воз) the representation 7'/r contains
those and only those irreducible representations 7j for which the inequalities r > I > я are
satisfied.

Obviously, finite dimensional irreducible representations T/T of Uq(so3j) are in a one-
to-one correspoadence with unitary irreducible representations of Uq(so^} which were ron-
sidered in more detail in Ref. 16. Note also that another approach to the «/-deformation of
so(4) and its representations is adopted in Ref. 17 where the relation so(4) = su(2)f?su(2)
and tlie standard deformation ЦДвиг) are exploited.

VII. UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS OP C',(so3fl)

The extraction of unitary representations of the algebra f/,(s<j3.i) from the set of
irreducible representations is carried out similarly to the case of the classical Lorentz
algebra18 (as it was done above for the algebra U4{sot,i)). Let q = exph. It 6 R. The
condition (14) ю obviously valid for t = 2,3. Hence, it remains to check the equality
(15) with v = 3. Its validity is equivalent to fulfilment of the conditions [a] = —[a] and
[3+/+1] = [—a+/+lj {torn wl.ich the restriction Re a = 0 follows. Therefore, the irreducible
representation T,a is unitary if a = ip, p € R. Taking into account all possible equivalences
we are led to the following conclusion. The representations T,a with nonncgative integral
or half-integral a and with a e ip, where 0 < p< 4тг/|Л| for s > 0 and 0 < p < 2ir/|ft| for
« s O , constitute the principal unitary series of irreducible representations of l/'e(so3,i).

Other unitary representations of the algebra t/,(so3,i) are found with the help of
introducing a new scalar product in the representation spaces. To this end, one goes over
from the basis {|!,m}} to the new basis {|',"»)'} according to the formula

(нее formula (45)). We set the basis {|/,m)'} to be orthononnal. The represent.ition
operators !T,e(/j,j_i), » = 2,3, act es before (that is, by the formulas (37) and (38)) and
the action of T,a(U$) now takes the form

) ' , (46)

where

~y~ [/+1P(21+1J[2H-3J
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and Cj ie the same as in formula (40).
Again we check for which values of в and a the condition (15) (for n = 3) is true. As

a result, we obtain the following series of unitary irreducible representations of the algebra
U9(BO3,I) at q = ехрЛ, h € R:

(a) The representations T,a where s = 0 and 0 < a < 1 (the supplementary series). A
representation Zb,o contains under restriction onto U4(soz) those and only those irreducible
representations Ti (with unit multiplicity) for which / is a noim_>gative integer.

(b) The representations Tla where [ m a = л/h. Re a > 0 (the strange series). A
representation Tea contains under restriction onto Uq{soi) those and oi:ly those irreducible
representations Ti (with unit multiplicity) for >rhich I = s (mod Z) and I > в.

(c) The trivial representation.

One can show that there are no other unitary irreducible representations of the algebra
^<j(e°3,l) for Я — exp ft, ft 6 R.

Now let q = expih, ."i € R. Reasonings similar to those given above show that for
such q there exist the following classes of unitary irreducible representations:

(a) The representations T,a, a — ip, 0 < p < oo (the principal unitary series).

(b) The representations T.a with Re a = x/h (the strange series);

(c) The trivial representations.

It can be shown, at last, that in the case q = exp(/tj + ihz), where both hi and h?
are nonzero real numbers, the algebra [/,(803,1) has no unitary irreducible representations
except for the trivial one.

VIH. CLASS 1 REPRESENTATIONS OF THE ALGEBRAS Uq(aon) AND

As already mentioned before, the algebras f/,(Bon+i) and U4(son,\) are singled out
by means of '-structures (7) and (8) respectively from the complex q-deformed orthogonal
algebra fv(so(n + 1,C)) generated by generators I%,i-\ which satisfy relations (4)-(6). In
both cases (compact and noncompart) we construct representations of the algebras in a
basis which is a (/-deformation of the Gel'fand-Tsetlin basis11 and corresponds to reductions

С/,(8о„+1) О ич(юп) D J/,(eon_i) Э • • •, (47)

f,(8On,i) D t/,(soB) Z> tf,(son_i) Э • • • (48)

respnctively.
We shall ияе the term a class 1 (Cl) representation for those representations of

f/4(son+.,) and Сч(яоп,]) which contdin the trivial representation of maximal compact sub-
algebra £/,(ео„). Note that among irreducible reprebentations of the algebra С/,(ноз) con-
sidered «hove nil rppresuntations Ti given by integer I and only these arc Cl reprebentatioiw
with Trnjcrt to the abslian subalgubra generated by 1ц.
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Let us first consider the case of compact algebra (/,(son). Like in the classical case, we
characterize Cl representations of the algebra {/„(so,,) by a highest weight (mn,0, ...,0),
where mn is a nonnegative integer, and denote it by Тт„. Under restriction onto the
subalgebra (/4(KOn-i) the representation Т,Пщ contain» those and only those representations
Гт._, of this subalgebra for which we have

"»» > mn_i > 0 for n > 3 and - ma < mj < го» for n = 3. (49)

Clearly, тоз = / and mj = m for С,(воз). The reduction chain (47) allows one to decom-
pose the carrier space Vmil of the representation T m . into direct sum of one-dimensional
subspaces in any of which the operator Tm,(hi) acts as multiplication of a basis element
by the corresponding number i[n»2] (see formula (37)). The orthonormal basis so obtained
is nothing but a y-analog of the Gel'fand-Tsetlin basis13. We denote the basis elements of
representation space of Т„ч by

With respect to this basis the operator T,nil(/n,,,_i) of the representation Г т„ of U4(son)
is given by the formula

,m3) = ((mn + mn_j +n- '2][mn -

) | т в , т я _ 1 + l,mn_2,-

_i + n - 3j[mn - mn_!

хЛ(т„_1 - 1)|т„,т„_1 - l,m,.i,"-,mj), (50)

where n > 3 and

о/ л _ flmn~l + 3][ + 1]^
[ 2 r n n _ I + n _ i ] ( 2 m n . 1 + n - 3 ]

As it is easily seen, the relations just presented reduce at n = 3 to the action formula
(38) for Г(7зг). One verifies by direct calculations (see Ref. 16 for more detail) that every
pair of operators from the set T(Ip,p-\), 2 < p < л, satisfy the defining relations (4)-(6).
Moreover, for these operators formula (14) is fulfilled. Thus, the action formula (50) for
Tm,(In,n-\) together with the similar formulas for the operators jTm.(/,,<_i), t < n, gives
irreducible unitary representations of the algebra £/ч(во„) which are of class 1 with respect
to the bubalgebra l/,(eon-i). Let us note that irreducible representations with highest
weights (mn,0,...,0) for the standard g-deformed (Drinfeld- Jimbo) orthogonal algebras
of types Br and Dr were constructed explicitly in Ref. 18. These representations are not
connected with the Gerfand-Tsetlin basis.

We now go over to description of Cl representations of the algebra Ug(eon,i). Since
representatione of the algebras Uq{aoj,i) and t/,(8o»,i) were analized in detail in previous
flections, w«i restrict ourselves to the cases n > 3. The orthononnaJbsed basis of the space
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where the representation operators will be realized is formed (according to reduction (48))
as the collection \rnn, m n _j, • • •, rnj), mn = 0,1,2, • • -, of banes of the carrier spaces of the
representations Tmn of maximal compact subalgebra i/g(son). The Ct representations of
{/4(son,i) are characterized by a complex number a and are denoted as Ta. Basis elements
in the representation space of Ta will be denoted by |m n ,m n _i ,- • • ,mg).

The representation operators Tof/^-i), i < n, corresponding to the e'lbaigebra
U4(eon) art upon basis elements according to formula (50). To the element /n+i,n of
Uq(soU:i) we put into correspondence the operator TQ(/ n + i> n) acting as

Тл(1п+1,п)\т„,тг-1, ••) = [a + mn +n -l]R(mn)\mn + l , m n _ i , - - )

-[а~т„+1Щтп-\)\тп- l , m n _ i , - - } , (51)

where R(mn) is given (up to the shift n — 1 —•> ti) in formula (50). One verifies directly that
the operators 'Jo(it,i-i), 2 < i < n + 1, satisfy the defining relations (4)-(6) and therefore
give representations of Uq(son%i).

It is easy to see that due to periodicities (18) and (20) there exist equivalence relations
among the representations Ta, narr.ely,

Ta ~ Го+2|т/л if Я = ехрЛ, / i € R , (52)

and
T*~Ta+2w/h if 9 = expiA, Л 6 Я - (53)

Analysis of irreducibility of the Cl representations Т„ of the algebra t/4(son,j) as well
as the extraction of unitary Cl irreducible representations from the set of irreducible
representations proceeds in full analogy to the case of the algebras {/4(soj,i) and U4(803,1)
considered above.

Theorem 3. The representation Ta of the algebra (7v(son,i) is irreducible for all non-
integral a and for integral a from the interval — и + 1 < a < 0.

There exist the equivalence relation

To ~ Г- а _ п + , (64)

in the set of irreducible representations Ta. The equivalence operator Ba:

BaTa(d) «= r_o_n + 1{d)jBa, d 6 U4(son<1),

is diagonal in our basis aud has the values

un its main diagonal.
Similarly to the classical algebras so(n, 1) (see Ref. 19), there exist certain values

of the parameter a for which the representations Ta of C^(son,i) are not irreducible. At
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integral values of о such that (i) a = г or (ii) a = — n — г + 1, where г = 0, 1, 2, • • •, the
representations Ta are reducible (but not completely reducible). Any of such reducible
C! representations of f/?(son,i) contains two irreducible components (finite dimensional
denoted by Fr and infinite dimensional denoted by Dr) which are completely characterized
by their spectrum with respect to t/fl(aon). In the case (i) the infinite dimensional eubspace
(determined by the condition т„ > г) of the carrier space of the reducible representation
Ta is invariant as it follllows from the action formula (51) whereas the Rv.ite dimensional
Irreducible component determined by the condition г > т„ > 0 is realized in the quotient
space. In the caee (ii) it is the finite dimensional stibspace which is invariant under tbr
action (51). Taking irto account the eqaivalences (52)-(54) w« are led to the following
classes of pairwise non-equivalent irreducible representations of the algebra U4(son,i)\

(a) for q — expA, h € R, the representations To where He a > —(n — l)/2 au<!
0 < hna < 2v/\h{;{orq = explh, h 6 R, the representations Т„ whrrp - ( n - l ) / 2 < Re a <
—(n — l)/2 + ir/|h|. Under restriction to the subalgebra U4(son) these representations To

contain (with unit multiplicitj') all the representations T m i l for which mn > 0;

(b) the representations DT, г = 0,1,2, • • •. The representation Dr contains (with unit
multiplicity) all the representations Tm, of Uq(son) for which m n > r;

(c) the finite dimensional representations Fr. The representation Fr contains (with
unit multiplicity) all the representations Т т „ for which г > т „ > 0.

Note that none of the representations Dr of class (b) contains the trivia) representation
To of the subalgebra J7g(son).

Unitaiy irreducible representations of the algebra H7<,(8On,i) are extracted by checking
the condition (15). One obtains the following classes of unitary representations at q ~
expA, h € R:

(a) the representations To, a = ip — (n - l)/2, 0 < p < 2ir/|ft| (the principal unitary
series);

(b) the representations Ta, 0 > a > — (n — i)/2 (the supplementary series);

(c) all the representations Dr (the excej>tiona) series);

(d) the representations Ta, Im a = к/h, Re a > —(n - l)/2 (the strftuge series);

(e) the trivial representation.

At q = expi/i, ft С R, we havr. the following classes of unitary irrcduciblo representa-
tions:

(a) the representations Ta, a = ip — (n — l)/2, p e R (the principal unitary series),

(b) the representations T,, Re a = яу'Л, (the strange series);

(c) the trivial representation.

At q = ехр(Л) +1Лз), where Ai and hj are nonzero real numbers, the algebra U4

has no unitary irreducible representations except for the trivial one.
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IX. CONCLUSIONS

ID this paper we studied representations of tbe (/-deformed algebras UQ($on) and
tM*>on,i) proposed by us in Ref.8. Namely, we have presented the classifications of irre-
r jcible representations and of unitary irreducible representations of the algebras t/,(so2,i)
and £/,,(803,1), as well as the classification of the C\ irreducible and unitary representations
of f/,(son,i).

The representation theory of these g-deformed algebras is similar to the representation
theory of the corresponding classical Lie algebras. However, some peculiar features arise.
First of all, due to the periodicity of the function u){z) = (г) there appear certain new
equivalence relations between the representations of the considered (/-deformed algebras.
As a consequence, the set of al! pairwisc non-equivalent irreducible representations of these
algebras is less than that of their classical analogs.

In the case of g-deformed algebras, for any of them there appears a new series of
unitary irreducible representation!! (the strange series). This series has no classical analog
since in the limit q —» 1 the strange series diverges into infinity and disappears for q = 1.
Unitary irreducible representations forming the strange series exist also in the case of the
quantum algebra f/,(sulhi). However, the algebras Uq(ao2,i) and U4(su\:\), in contrast to
their classical counterparts, are not isomorphic. This is reflected in the fact that in the case
of the algebra £/4(sc>2,i) some additional irreducible unitary representations arise. Their
origin is related with the property that the operator T(l2i) Ьач the spectrum i[m + г],
m 6 Z, and with periodicity of the function w{z) = [г]. We remark also that, unlike
the classical case and the standard deformations30 {/9(suj) and I/,(sui,i), the eigenvalues
of the operator Т(1ц) in the representations of our f/9{so2,i) and C,{so3,j) are disposed
non-equidistantly. It is worth noting that similar feature (dependence of eigenvalues en the
deformation parameter) is characteristic for the operator T{I?i) in different versions of q-
deformations of the Lie algebra sug proposed by Woronowic/121 and by WittenM. Of course,
it would be interesting to study unitary irreducible representations of their noncornpact
real forms.

We have considered unitary representations of U4{soi,\), (/,(603,1) and U4{son,\), n >
3, separately for the cane q = exp A, A 6 R, and for the case q = expiA, A 6 R. Lists of the
unitary irreducible representations presented above demonstrate that, for every considered
(/-deformed algebra, in the first case one has more rich set of unitary representations than
in the second case. Namely, the supplementary series and the discrete series are absent if
q = expiA.

We would like to remark finitely that it remains to study irreducible representations
of the «/-deformed algebras considered in this paper when q is a root of unity.

This research was fulfilled under financial euppott of
Ukrainian State Foundation for Fundamental Researches.
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